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INTEGRATED LANGUAGE ARTS 

Joy Cowley has quickly become a favorite author of our class! We began an 

author’s study on her books this week. Mrs. Wishy-Washy is about a woman who 

likes to make sure everything is spick and span especially her farm animals who 

love mud. The children have been delighted to listen and help read her books 

especially when changing their voices to act out the farm animals exploring the 

mud.  Then it was onto the Meanies-mischievous creatures who like to eat old 

bubble gum and drink their bath water that just happens to be mud!  We added 

“how” to the word wall and “was” to our red word book. “COPS”- Capitalization, 

Organization (or as the kindergarteners refer to it-meatball space between 

words), Punctuation (did you stop your sentence?) and Spelling (does every 

word have a vowel?)  has been introduced in relation to writing sentences. They 

used “COPS” to check the sentence written in their listening center journal.  
 

The children also had a wonderful time this week celebrating Dr. Suess’ birthday. 

Thank you to our mystery readers! The class was surprised to see who the mystery 

readers were and thrilled to listen to all the Dr. Suess stories! Many Dr. Suess 

based activities were enjoyed including writing and illustrating a page based on 

Green Eggs and Ham, identifying “wacky” changes in our classroom, completing 

a dot-to-dot under their desk on Wacky Wednesday, our virtual field trip to find 

patterns of the sun, moon and stars, plus singing and dancing to “Dr. Suess on the 

Loose”.  

CENTERS 



• Discover:  completed a sentence about one of the animals from Mrs. 

Wishy-Washy 

• Book Basket:  identified words that rhyme with square, ring and key   

• Poetry Notebook:  illustrated “Mud” song and identified high frequency 

words 

• Scholastic: “Meet an Illustrator” 

• Writing: red word “was” plus tapped out and wrote short a words 

• Math Lab:  created an addition sentence using red and blue fish 

• Listening Center:  Mrs. Wishy-Washy and journal entry 

• Book Club:  listened to “The Ugly Duckling” and answered comprehension 

questions  

• Independent Reading- read books from their bag of books 

• Handwriting:  practiced proper formation of upper, lower case Ii, Tt, first and 

last name plus drew and labeled 3 pictures for each letter 

 

MATH 
Our focus during large group lessons has shifted to subtraction sentences. The 

children listened to the big book, A Day in the Park and identified the subtraction 

sentences in the story. They have acted out different subtraction equations with 

manipulatives using the vocabulary-subtraction, minus, take away, and equals. 

“When You Subtract with a Pirate” is a song the children have learned on the 

Smart Board to help practice the concept of subtraction.   

 

RELIGION 

In Religion, our focus was on the story, “Jesus Blesses the Children” and how 

Jesus invites all children to come to Him. The children retold the story and then 

drew themselves listening to Jesus. In Family Life, we have concentrated on God 

creating all living things. The story of creation was read from the children’s Bible.  

The children participated in a discussion about what living things need to survive. 

The Promise magazine and Sunday’s Gospel were discussed. 

 

Until next time...God Bless! 
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